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This little book contains fill-in-the-blank lines to describe why your pops is tops. Just complete each

line and voilÃ : you have a uniquely personal gift he'll read again and again. Make it as tender, silly,

or groveling as you choose!  Personalized gifts please dads of all stripes Go beyond the tie for

birthday presents for dad Hardcover with removable clear plastic jacket; 4.5 Ã— 3.25 inches; 112

pagesSpread the love #FillintheLove
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Knock Knock is an award-winning purveyor of witty books and gifts. Our mission is to create

products that bring humor, function, organization, and design to everyday life.

A LOT SMALLER THAN EXPECTED! Make sure you read the specs, this thing is tiny! Super cute,

the kids had a good time filling it out.

I was giving this to my father for Christmas of 2015, but he died a week before. I brought it to the

funeral polar and read it out loud to everyone there and put it in the coffin with him. I wish I could

have given it to him before time. Its a nice way to tell your Dad how you feel about him and all the

love you have for him.

I very much enjoyed feeling in this book with all my favorite things and memories of and with my

dad. I gave it to him as a Father's Day gift, and he loved it! What a great way to get dad something



personal.

A word of advice if you're willing to put in the work (which you should be, since you clearly love your

dad): In a Word document, type out all the statements on each page, then fill in the blanks here

before you copy them all into the actual book. This way, you won't reach a certain page and go, "I

have the perfect word for this, but I already used it for a different page!" This is a great way to plan

everything out to make this gift the best it can be.Such a fantastic book!

This was purchased for Father's Day. I loved that it made my son think about all the positive things

and reflect on all the great times him and his dad have had. This is an awesome gift idea!I would

say the only con to this is the small size. There isn't a lot of space for writing either so my son wasn't

able to fill it in himself.

This is so cute! I gave it to both of my parents on their birthdays and they loved it so much it made

them cry! Its a great little gift. But you probably need to add something with it if its a gift. It is very

small.

I gave this to my dad for fathers day and it brought him to tears. This may be the best (and one of

the cheapest) fathers day gifts I've ever bought. It takes some time and thought to fill it out (50

pages), but so worth it. Also, I filled it out with my sister so we each did every other page which

made it easier to complete and made it more meaningful for my dad. I also cut and pasted a photo

to the inside cover of me, my dad and sister. Get this. You're dad will melt if he's human.

This thing is TINY. I mean smaller than a post card. Some of the questions are really weird too. For

the money it's not worth the buy
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